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The concept of permutability of two equivalence relations is of great impor­
tance in many fields. There are situations where a more general concept of 
permutability dealing with more than two equivalence relations is needed 
(e. g. direct representations of algebras [9], [10], subdirect representations 
of algebras [15], or independence of equational classes [6]). Such concepts 
are introduced e. g. in [9] (,completely permutable" equivalence relations) 
and [10] (,,associable" equivalence relations). 
Lattice — theoretical consequences of pairwise permutability of equivalence 
relations wore studied by several authors (see e. g. [3], [7], [14]). One of the 
most familiar examples is D e d e k i n d ' s theorem on the modularity of con­
gruence lattice of a group. The aim of the present note is to study some lattice 
—- theoretical properties of systems of equivalence relations derived from 
a system of associable equivalence relations [10] and because in some cases 
a generalization of the concept of equivalence relations is useful, such as 
symmetric and transitive relation (ST-relation) (see e. g. [3] and [8]), the 
definitions and theorems of the present paper are given for ST-relations 
and specialized to equivalence relations. The mentioned results in [3], [7], 
[14] are obtained as corollaries. Some results of [7] concerning pairwise permut­
ability of equivalence relations are completed (Theorem 2.12, Remark 2.17). 
Pi, . D w i n g e r [16] proved that the congruence lattice of an algebra with pair-
wise permutable congruence relations is completely modular. In theorem 2.8 
we get a generalization of this assertion. I t seems t h a t J . H a s h i m o t o ' s 
concept of permutability is less convenient to obtain the lattice — theoretical 
consequences treated in this paper (even not for equivalence relations, see 
Remark 2.6). 
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1. Notations, Definitions and Some Propositions 
In the whole paper M will denote a non-empty set. The empty set is denoted 
by 0. Given two binary relations A, B, AB will denote their product (cf. 
[1, V I I , §3]). 
Definition 1.1. We say that two binary relations A\, A2 are permutable if 
A1A2 = A2A\. 
A partition in a set M is a system of non-empty disjoint subsets of M. 
Symmetric and transitive relations shall be shortly called ST-relations. There 
is a one-one correspondence between ST-relations in a set M and partitions 
in the set M. The symbol D(AV) will denote a domain of the ST-relation Av, 
that is {x: x e M, there exist y e M such that xAvy}. The symbol 0 will denote 
the empty ST-relation in M (i. e., xOy does not hold for any x, y e M) . D(0) = 
= 0. ST-relations in M with the empty relation form a complete lattice with 
respect to a partial ordering ^ , defined as follows: A\ ^ A2 denotes xA\y => 
=> xA2y. O. B o r u v k a [2, § 13] has shown that there exists a partion \/ Av, 
yeT 
which is a lattice — theoretical join of partitions Av, for an arbitrary system 
{Ay : yeT} of partitions in M. The same holds also for ST-relations. We 
shall use the symbols /\, V? A ' V (an(^ n> u ) ^o r lattice — theoretical opera-
tions (and set-theoretical operations). By a block of an ST-relation Av it 
is meant a set A* <-= D(Ay) such that there exists an element y such that 
A\ = {x: xAvy}. We shall define some ST-relations by quoting their blocks. 
E. g., C: {1, 2}, {3} will denote the ST-relation whose blocks are {1, 2}, {3}. 
Blocks of ST-relation Av will be denoted by A\. 
Lemma 1.1. [2, § 13]. Let Av be an ST-relation for any yeT. x(\/ Ay)y o 
yeT 
o there exists a finite sequence i\,i2, .. ., in e F such that xAh Al% . . . Afny. 
Definition 1.2. A system {Av :y eT} of ST-relations in a set M will be called 
associable if it has the following property: Let {x? :y eF}be a system of elements 
of M such that xa(\/ Ay)x& for any cc, /? eT. Then one of the next properties is 
yeT 
satisfied: 
(1.1) There exists xeM such that x^Ayxfor any y eF. 
(1.2) There exists oceT such that all elements x? lie in one block A\ of the 
ST-relation Aa and for any yeT either A\ n D(Ay) = 0 or A\ is a block of 
the relation Ay. 
The following Lemma is obvious. 
Lemma 1.2. A system {A\, A2} of two ST-relations is associable if and only 
if A\ and A2 are permutable. 
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R e m a r k 1.1 . In the case tha t {Av:yeT} is a system of equivalence 
relations on M the Definition 1.2 is in accord with the Definition of M. K o l i -
b i a r [10]. 
R e m a r k 1.2. The empty relation 0 is permutable with any ST-relation. 
Definition 1.3. We call a set S of ST-relations on M completely permutable if 
and only if any subset {Av} <= S satisfies the following condition: 
(1.3) 7 / xx(Gx V Gv) x*, where Cx = /\AV, there exists xeM such that 
v ^ A 
xvAvx. 
R e m a r k 1.3. J . H a s h i m o t o [9] similarly defined the completely per-
mutable system of equivalence relations. 
Lemma 1.3. [5, Lemma 2.1]. The mapping h: Av-+ D(AV) is a lattice homo-
morphism from the lattice of ST-relations in a set M onto the lattice of all subsets 
of the set M (onto 2M). 
Theorem 1.1. [4, Theorem 4.3]. Let A, B be ST-relations in M. A necessary 
and sufficient condition for the correspondence D->B\JD(A^D^A f\ D), 
C -> A f\ C (A \J B }z C *i B) to define an isomorphism of the intervals [B, 
A V E] ^ [-4 A B, A] is: Any block V of the relation A V -# either contains no 
block of the relation A or contains such a block A1 of the relation A, that any 
block A2 (of the relation A), A2 #= A1, A2 <= V, is contained in some block of 
the relation B. 
2. 
Lemma 2.1. Let A, B be ST-relations in M and let A ^ B. Then AB = BA 
if and only if the following condition is satisfied: 
(2.1) If for a block B1 of the relation B, B1 n D(A) * 0, then B1 c D(A). 
Proof . Let AB = BA, y e B1 n D(A) and let x e B1 — D(A) * 0 . Then 
xBAy, but xABy does not hold which is a contradiction. Conversely, let 
A ^ B and the condition (2.1) be fulfilled. Then xABy o xBy and x e D(A) o 
o xBy and y e D(A) o xBAy. 
Corollary 2.1. Any two comparable equivalence relations are permutable. 
The symbol Av\Mi denotes the restriction of Av to the set Mi. 
Lemma 2.2. A system {Av : y e T} of ST-relations in M is associable if and 
only if a subset Mi <-- M exists such that the following conditions are satisfied: 
1. {Av\Mi :y eT} is an associable system of equivalence relations on Mi. 
2. If for a block A\ of a relation Av, A], n (M — Mi) #= 0 holds, then A\ <̂  
a M - Mi, 
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3. If for some blocks A), A\ of relations Ay, Ad (y, deT), A) c M — M\, 
A\ c M — Mi, A\c\A\*0 hold then A\ = A\. 
P r o o f . Let a system {Ay:yer} be associable. Let Mi = n {D(Ay) : 
: 7 GF}. Then 1. obviously holds. Now we show 2. Let 4 * be a block of Ay 
and let ae A) n ( i f - - M^), 6 e 4 j n i f i . Set a^ =.- b and ^ = a for all 
<5 GJT, (5 4= y. Then either there exists xeM such tha t aAdX for all (5 #= y, 
or there exists a e f such that a, be A\ and A\ is a block of each relation Ax 
(because beA\r\ D(AK)). In both cases we get a e D(AX) for all x e r, which 
is a contradiction. Hence 2. holds. Now let A\, A\ be blocks of Ay, AQ con-
tained in M — Mi and let 6 e 4 * n 4 j , aeA\. Set #* = a for all ^ =j= y, 
a?v = b. Then there exists a G F such that a, beA\ and A\ is a block of the 
relation Ae. Hence aeA\ = A\. I t implies Ay<^A\ and symmetrically 
A\ ^ A\. Hence 3. holds. Conversely, let 1., 2., 3. hold and let {xv : y eT} 
be such a system of elements of i f that xa( V Ay)x& for any oc, /3 e T. From 2. 
it follows tha t each block of V Ay is contained either in Mi or in i f — i f i . 
y e f 
Hence all #T are contained either in i f i or in M — i f i . In the first case the 
condition (1.1) of Definition 1.2 is fulfilled, in the second case (1.2) of Defi-
nition 1.2 is fulfilled. 
Theorem 2.1. Let {At: ieT} be an associable system of ST-relations in M 
and A <=- r. Then the system {Ay : y eA} is associable, too. In particular any 
two ST-relations Ay, Ad (y,deT) are permutable. 
P r o o f . Let {xv-.yeA} be a system of elements such that xl(\/ Ay)x
6 
ye A 
for any i, be A. Let Ao eA be an arbitrary selected element. We set xl = xx* 
for ieF — A. xr\y At)x
v holds for any rj, veT (because \/ Ay ^ N/ At). 
ieT yeA ieT 
If (1.1) of Definition 1.2 holds then by the assumption there exists xeM 
such tha t xlAtx for any i eT and thus the condition (1.1) also holds for the 
system {Ay:yeA}. Let the system {xV'.yeT} satisfy the condition (1.2). 
Then xxo e A\ and, since xx*{ \J Ay)x*o9 x
xo e D(A^) for some X\ eA. I t follows 
yeA 
that A\ is a block of A^ and consequently, we can suppose oceA. Now it 
is obvious tha t (1.2) is satisfied for the system {x? : y eA}. Consequently the 
system {Av:yeA} is associable. 
The next assertion follows by using Lemma 1.2. 
Corollary 2.2. Let {At : i e T} be an associable system of equivalence relations 
in M (see Remark 1.1) and A <= r. Then also the system {Ay : y eA} is asso-
ciable. In particular any two equivalence relations Ay, Ad (y, 6 eT) are permu-
table. 
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Corollary 2.3. Let {At : teT} be an associable system of ST-relations in M. 
If for some block A\ of a relation Aa it holds A\ n D(Ap) =f= 0 (a, /? ET), then 
A\ cz D(Afi). 
Proof . Let aeA\r\Ap =# 0 and A\ <£ D(Ap), i. e. there exists b e A\ 
such that b <£ D(Ap). Then bAa Apa holds but bAp Aaa does not hold, contrary 
to Theorem 2.L 
R e m a r k 2 . 1 . Let {At : t el"} be such a system of ST-relations in M tha t 
any two elements of the system are permutable. The system {^1, : t e F} 
need not be associable, not even if it is a system of equivalence relations, 
as the next example shows: M = {1, 2, 3, 4}; A: {1,2}, {3,4}; B: {1,4}, 
{2, 3}; C: {1, 3}, {2, 4}. AB = BA, AC = CA, BC = CB hold. The system 
A, B, C is not associable because to .the elements xA = 1, xB = 2, xc = 3 
there does not exist an element x fulfilling condition (1.1) of Definition 1.2 
and condition (1.2) of Definition 1.2 is not satisfied, t jo . 
Theorem 2.2. Let A be an ST-relation permutable with any ST-relation Bt, 
t e r. Then A is also permutable with the ST-relation \/ Bt. 
P r o o f . Let us denote \/ Bt = B. Let xABy. Then there exists z such 
ter 
tha t xAz and zBy hold. By Lemma 1.1, xAz and there exist to, t\, . . . , tn ET 
such that zBh . . . Blny. Then xABlo . . . Blny. I t follows xBtA . . . Blny. 
By successive application of permutability we get xBH . . . BlnAy. I t follows 
that there exists an element t such tha t xBlo . . . Blnt and tAy hold. By Lemma 
1.1, xBt and tAy hold. Thus xBAy and we have proved AB ^ BA. By the 
assertion 3.5 [11] we get AB = BA. 
R e m a r k 2 .2 . An analogous statement for two equivalence relations has 
been proved in the papers [7, § 3, Th. 1, p . 76], [14, Chap. 1, § 8, p . 591]. 
R e m a r k 2 . 3 . Theorem 2.2 does not hold for /\ Bt, not even for a meet 
ter 
of two equivalence relations as an example in [11, § 2] shows. 
Theorem 2.3. Let {At : tET} be an associable system of ST-relations in M. 
Let {Bt : IET} be such a system of ST-relations that D(Bt) = D(At) and At ^ 
;S Bt ^ \/ At hold for any tET. Then the system {Bt : t e F} is associable. 
ter 
P r o o f . Let {xl : t E JT} be a system of elements of M such tha t for any X, 
KET x*(\/Bt)x* holds. \ / Bt = V
A * h o l d s a n d t h u s x*(\/At)&. By 
ter ter ter ter 
assumption, (1.1) or (1.2) of Definition 1.2 holds. If (1.1) holds, then there 
exists XEM such that xxA),x and thus xxB^x holds for any XET. I t follows 
that condition (1.1) is fulfilled for the system {Bt : IET}, too. Now
T let con-
dition (1.2) of Definition 1.2 be satisfied, i. e. there exists CCET such tha t all 
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elements x? lie in one block A\ of the relation Aa and for any y eT either 
A\ n D(Ay) = 0 holds or A\ is a block of the relation Ay. We assert: A\ is 
a block of the relation Ba. Since A a ^ Ba, there exists I?* such that A\ ^ B\. 
If ^ =¥ B\, then since F)(^a) = D(Ap), there must exist ^ =j= ^ such 
that A\v Al <= B\. Because J5a ^ \/ At, there exists a block J.J of a rela-
ter 
tion ^ (d GF), incident with both blocks A\, A\, contrary to condition 
(1.2). Thus A\ is a block of the relation Ba. In the case that A\ is a block of rela-
tion Ay we have to show that it is a block of the relation By, too. Let us denote 
A\ = A\. If A\^ B\, then, since Ay ^ By and D(Ay) - D(By), there 
must exist A\ #= .4J such that A\\J A*y <^ B). Since J3y ^ V At, a block 
A\ of a relation .AA exists (AGJT, A #= 7) which is incident with both blocks 
A],, Ay. Then A\ n D(^4A) 4= 0 and ^ is not a block of relation ^ contrary 
to condition (1.2) of Definition 1.2. I t follows that the block A\ = A\ is 
a block of relation By. In this case the system {Bt : ieT} fulfils condition 
(1.2) of Definition 1.2, too. I t follows that the system {Bt : ieT} is associable. 
R e m a r k 2 .4 . The condition D(At) = D(Bt) for any IET cannot be left 
out as the next example shows: A\ : {1}, A2 : {2, 3}, B\\ {1}, {2}. AiM A2 = 
= B\ = Ai . 2BiA23 holds but %BiA22 does not hold, consequently B\A2 4= 
#= A 2Bi. I t follows tha t the system {Bi, A2} is not associable, although the 
system {Aj, A2} is. 
Corollary 2.4. Let A, B, C be ST-relations in Jk and let AB = BA, A ^ 
^ C ^ A V B, D(C) = D(A). Then B and C are permutable. 
Corollary 2.5. Let {At : leT
1} be a system of equivalence relations on M. 
Let {Bt : ter} be such a system of equivalence relations that At ^ Bt ^ \/ At 
hold for any 1 e _T. Then the system {Bt : 1 e F} is associable. 
R e m a r k 2 . 5 . An analogous statement to the Corollary 2.4 for equivalence 
relations (in this case condition D(C) = D(A) is automatically fulfilled) is 
proved in papers [3, §5.3], [7, Th. I I I . , p . 77]. 
R e m a r k 2 . 6 . The assertion of the Theorem 2.3 does not hold if we replace 
,,associable" by ,,completely permutable" (see Definition 1.3) even in the 
case of equivalence relations as the following example shows: M = {1, 2, 3, 
4, 5, 6}; An {1, 2, 3}, {4, 5, 6}; A2: {1, 2, 4, 5}, {3, 6}; As: {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, 
{5}, {6}. Ai V A2 V A3: {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}. The system {Ai, A2, A3} is comple-
tely permutable, because every two elements of this system are permutable 
and Ci = A2 = C2, C3 = Ai A A2: {1, 2}, {3}, {4, 5}, {6} and x^d V Cs)x' 
implies x1 = x2, x^C^x1, x2CzX3. I t sufficies to choose x = x3. Let us take the 
system {Ai, A2, A'3}, where A'z: {1}, {2,5}, {3}, {4}, {6}. I t is evident that 
the assumptions of the (modified) Theorem 2.3 are satisfied. C[ = A2 f\ A's = 
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A'3, C2 = Ax A -43 = -43, O3 =-. Ax A A2 = O3. Let us take x
1 = 2, x2 = 5, 
a? = 4. Then 2(O^ V C2)5, 5(C2 V C3)4, 2(0^ V Cg)4 hold but there does 
not exist an element a; e M such that 2^41x, 5A2x, 4A'^x would hold. I t follows 
that the system {A1,A2,A'S} is not completely permutable. 
Theorem 2.4. Let {At : ieT} be an associable system of ST-relations in M. 
Let r = A U F2, A n F2 = 0, A 4= 0 awrf to 5 be such an ST-relation that 
B i> At holds for any i e A and D(B) <= D(AX) for any K E A . Then the system 
{At : i G A } U {B V Ax : K G A } is associable. 
Proof . If K e r2 then Ax ^ B V Ax ^ V
 A* • D(A*) c ^ C 4 * V B) = 
t e E 
29(5) U D(AX) = B ( i , ) (Lemma 1.3). Thus D(AX) = F>(£ V Ax) and 
consequently the assumptions of Theorem 2.3 for the considered system are 
fulfilled. 
Corollary 2.6. Let A, B, C be ST-relations in M. Let AB = BA, C ^ A 
and D(C) <= D(B) hold. Then A and C \J B are permutable. 
R e m a r k 2 . 7 . An analogous statement to Corollary 2.6 for equivalence 
relations (here the condition D(C) <= D(B) is automatically satisfied) was 
proved by O. B o r u v k a [3, § 5.3]. 
Corollary 2.7. Let {At : i e F} be an associable system of equivalence relations 
on M. Let F = A U A , A n A = 0 , A 4= 0 and let B be such an equivalence 
relation on M that B <; At holds for any * G A . Then the system {At : i e A } U 
U {B V Ax : K G A } of equivalence relations is associable. 
Theorem 2.5. Let {At : LET} be an associable system of ST-relations in M. 
Let r = A U A , A n A = 0, A * 0, A * 0 and let A , B2 be such ST-
relations that A ^ At for any IETI, B2<L Ax for any K e V2 and D(B\) <= 
c D(AX), D(B2) <= D(At) for any KEF2 and any i E A . Then the system {B2 V 
V At : i E A } U {i?i V Ax : K E A } is associable. 
P r o o f . I t suffices to use the Theorem 2.4 twice. 
Corollary 2.8. Let A, B, A', B' be ST-relations in M, AB = BA, A' ^ A, 
B' ^ B, D(A') <= D(B), D(B') c D(A). Then A \J B' and A' \J B are per-
mutable. 
R e m a r k 2 . 8 . The assumption about the domains of the considered ST-
relations in Theorem 2.5 and Corollary 2.8 can be omitted if all these ST-rela-
tions are equivalence relations. In this case Corollary 2.8 is symmetric to the 
Ore ' s assertion (see Remark 2.10). 
Theorem 2.6. Let {At : LE F} be an associable system of ST-relations in M. 
Let r = A U A , A n A == 0 , A * 0 and let B be such an ST-relation in 
M that At ^ B holds for any IETI. Then the system {At : IETI} U {B A Ax : 
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: K e r2} is associable. In particular it holds if all At (i e F) are equivalence rela-
tions. 
P r o o f . Let {xv : y eT} be such a system of elements of M tha t for all 
y,der 
(2.2) xy( V A, V V (B A AH))*fi holds. 
I t follows 
(2.3) xv{ V AA)x° holds for all y,deT, 
(2.4) xvBxfi holds for all y,deT. 
With respect to (2.3) and to the fact that the system {At : i e f } is associable, 
one of the conditions (1.1), (1.2) of Definition 1.2 is fulfilled. If condition (1.1) 
is satisfied then it suffices to show xxBx for any x eT2. But this follows di-
rectly: Since Fi 4= 0, there exists d e A . Then x6A6x, thus a^ita which follows 
by using (2 A), x*Bx for any xeT2. NOW let condition (1.2) be satisfied. Let B
1 
be a block of the relation B containing xa (by (2.4) such a block exists). By (2.4) 
xK e B1 holds for all X e F, thus all elements #A belong to the block B1 n A\ 
of the lelation B A Aa. (If a G Fi then obviously JB
1 n ^ = ^4*.) Now we shall 
verify condition (1.2) for the system {At : i e Fj} U {B ,\ Ax:% e A } . If 
y e A this is trivial. Let y e A and A\ n D(AV /\ B) 4= 0. I t follows ^ n 
n F>(^lr) 4= 0 . Then A\ is a block of the relation Av, thus B
1 n ^4* is a block 
of the relation B /\Ay, too. Consequently, the considered system is associable. 
Corollary 2.9. Let A, B, C be ST-relations in M. Let AB = BA and let A ^ C 
hold. Then A and B /\ C are permutable. 
R e m a r k 2 .9 . An analogous statement to the Corollary 2.9 for equivalence 
relations is proved in papers [3, § 5.3], [7, Th. I I . , p . 76], and [14, Chap. I . 
§8]. 
Theorem 2.7. Let {At : 1 e F} be an associable system of ST-relations in M. 
Let r = Fi U F2, A n r2 = 0, Fi 4= 0, r2 4= 0 . Fe£ £ 1 , J32 be such ST-rela-
tions that At ^ Bi holds for any i e Fi and Ax ^ B2 holds for any x e A . -Tfeew 
the system {Bi /\ Ax : x e r2} U {B2 f\ At: ie A } is associable. In particular 
this holds if all At (IET) are equivalence relations on M. 
Proo f . I t suffices to use Theorem 2.6 twice. 
Corollary 2.10. Let A,B,A\,B± be ST-relations in M. Let AB = BA, A ^ Ai, 
B ^ Bi hold. Then A\ A B and B± /\ A are permutable. 
R e m a r k 2 . 1 0 . An analogous statement to this Corollary for equivalence 
relations is in [14, Chap. I., § 8]. 
Theorem 2.8. Let At, Bt (for ceT) be ST-relations in M. Let any two ele-
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ments of the system {At : teT} be permutable and let 
(2.5) At ^ BK hold for any t 4= K. 
Then ( V At) A A B*
 = V (Al A ^ ) - - ^ particular this holds if At, Bt (t e F) 
ier te r ter 
are equivalence relations on M. 
Proof . ( V At) A A Bi = V(AtA Bt) holds for the elements fulfilling 
ter ter ter 
(2.5) in an arbitrary complete lattice. We shall show the converse inequality. 
Let x[( V At) A A
 s*iy h o l d - T h e n x( V A*)V a n d xB& f o r a n y * G- r- T h i s 
i e r ter ter 
means that there exists a finite sequence ZQ , z-\, .. ., zn, ZQ = x, zn = y and 
to any i e {0, 1, . . ., w} there exists t(i) eT such tha t zt At(i)zi+1. Because 
of the permutability we can suppose t(i) 4= t(j) for i 4= j . Let i e {0, 1, . . . , w}. 
Then ZiAl{i)zi+i. If i 4= j then .4i(y> ^ -B^), consequently ZjBt^zj+i holds 
for all j + i. Then zf ./?*«)& and zi+iBmy. But xBt{i)y, thus z« Bl(i)zi+i. From 
this and from ZiAt{i)zi+1 it follows Z j ( ^ ) A -Bi(»))3m- Hence #[ V (- î A Bt)\y. 
i er 
Corollary 2.11 [16]. Let 31 be an algebra such that each two congruence relations 
of 31 are permutable. Then the lattice of all congruence relations of 31 is completely 
modular (i. e. satisfies the assertion of Theorem 2.8). In particular the lattice 
of all normal subgroups of a group is completely modular.1) 
Corollary 2.12. Let At, Bt (t e F) be ST-relations in M. Let the system {A( : 
: t e T} be associable and let A. ^ Behold for any t 4= x. Then (\/ At) A A B'
= 
ter ter 
= V (Ai A Bt). This holds in particular if At, Bt (teT) are equivalence rela-
ter 
tions on M. 
Corollary 2.13. Let A, B, G be ST-relations in M. Let AB = BA and A ^ C 
hold. Then B is modular with respect to C and A i. e. C f\ (A \/ B) = A \J 
V(C AB). 
R e m a r k 2 . 1 1 . An analogous statement to the Corollary 2.13 for equiva-
lence relations is proved in the papers [3, § 5.4], [7, Th. VII . , p . 81], and 
[14, Chap. I, § 8]. The converse statement to Corollary 2.13 [i. e. tha t the 
implication A<,C^>CA(A\JB) = A\/(CAB) follows AB = BA] does 
not hold, not even for equivalence relations as the example in [3, § 5.4] shows. 
Corollary 2.14. Let A, B, C, D be ST-relations in M. Let AB = BA, A ^ C, 
D(C) = D(A), B ^ D and D(D) = D(B) hold. Then A± = A V (C A B) = 
= C A (A V B) and B± = B V (A A D) = D A (A \J B) are permutable. 
-) T h e concep t o f , , comple te m o d u l a r i t y " is d u e to A. G. K u r o s [13]. T h e las t asser t ion 
on the la t t ice of normal subgroups is given in [12, Chap . X L , § 44]. 
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Proof . I t suffices to use Corollary 2.8 by setting A' = A J\ D, B' = 
= C AB . D(D A A) = D(D) n D(A) = D(B) n D(A) c= D(B) (Lemma 1.3) 
and similarly D(C A B) <= D(A). 
R e m a r k 2 . 1 2 . An analogous statement to this Corollary for equivalence 
relations (the conditions D(C) = D(A), D(D) = D(B) are automatically 
fulfilled) is in [3, § 5.4]. 
Theorem 2.9. Let A, B, C be ST-relations in M, AB = BA, C ^ A \J B, 
D(C) c= D(A) n D(B) and C = (A \J C) J\ (B \J C). Then CA = AC and 
CB = BC hold. 
P r o o f . Since AB = BA, A^A\JC^A\/B and D(G) c D(A) hold, 
by Lemma 1.3 D(A \J C) = D(A) U D(C) = D(A); then by Corollary 2.4 
A V C and B are permutable. Combining this with B ^ B \J C we get, using 
Corollary 2.9, tha t C = (A \J C) A (B \J C) and B are permutable. CA = AC 
can be proved symmetrically. 
R e m a r k 2 . 1 3 . The following example shows that even for equivalence 
relations the following statement, being the converse of Theorem 2.9, does 
not hold: Let A, B, G be equivalence relations on M, AB = BA, G ^ A \J B, 
CA = AC, CB = BC. Then C = (A \J C) A (B V G). This statement does 
not hold even if we suppose A A B ^ C. Example: M = {1, 2, 3, 4}; A: 
{1,2}, {3,4}; B: {1,4}, {2,3}; C: {1,3}, {2,4}; A A B: {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}; 
A\J B = B \J C: {1, 2, 3, 4}; CA = AC, CB = BC, but. C 4= (A \J C) A 
A (B V C) because 1(^1 \J C) A (B \J C)2 holds but 1O2 does not hold. 
Corollary 2.15. Let A, B, C be ST-relations in M, AB = BA, C be between A 
and B [i. e. (A A C) \J (B A C) = G = (A V G) A (B V 0)], D(C) c= D(A) n 
n D(B). Then CA = AC and CB = BC hold. 
Lemma 2.3. Let A, B, C be such ST-relations in M that CB = BC and A A 
A B ^ C ^ A hold. Then C = A A (G V B). 
P r o o f . By Corollary 2.13, A A (G V B) = C \J (A A B) = C 
Lemma 2.4. Let A, B, C be ST-relations in M such that AB = BA and 
A AB <> C ^ A hold. Then: BC = CBoC = A AC for some C such 
that B <; C ^ A V B. The above-mentioned assumptions imply that C = 
= B\J C holds. 
Proof . The assumptions BC = CB, C <> A imply by Corollary 2.13 A A 
A (B V C) = C \J (A A B) = C. Conversely, let C = A A C, B ^ C ^ A V B. 
By Corollary 2.13, it follows C = C A (A \J B) = B \/ (C /\ A) = B V C. 
By Corollary 2.9, C = A A C and B are permutable . 
R e m a r k 2 . 1 4 . The implication ,,<= " for the equivalence relations is proved 
in [7, Tb. VII . , p . 78]. 
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Theorem 2.10. Let A, B be ST-relations in M such that AB = BA. Then 
the mapping <p : C'-> A A C' is an isomorphism from the interval [B, A \J B] 
onto some sublattice P of the interval [A A B, A]. The sublattice P consists of 
exactly those ST-relations o/ [ i A ^ -4] which are permutable with B. 
Proo f . Let us take C[, C2e [B, A \J B]. A A IC[ A C2) = {A A C[) A 
A {A A C2). Let us denote Ct = A A C\ for i = 1, 2. From the facts C\ ^ B 
and AB = BA we get by Lemma 2.4, C\ = B \J Ci for i = 1, 2. Then A A 
A (Ci V C2) = A A {B V Ci V C2) = A A [B V (Ci V C2)]. By Corollary 2.9 
BCt = dB for i = 1, 2. By Theorem 2.2, B(Ci V C2) = (d V C2)B. Using 
Corollary 2.13, we get A A [B V ICi V C2)] = (A A B) V [A A (Ci V C2)] = 
- 4 A ( O i V C2) = Cx V C2 = (A A C[) V (A A C2). Now we show that <p 
is injective. Let C[, C'2e [B, A V B], C[ + C'2. Let us take Ct = A A C[ 
for i = 1, 2. If C± = C2, then C[ = B V Ci = B V C2 = C'2, contrary to 
the assumption. The remaining assertion about the sublattice P follows from 
Lemma 2.4. 
R e m a r k 2 . 1 5 . An analogous statement for equivalence relations is 
in the paper [7, § 5, p . 82]. 
R e m a r k 2 . 1 6 . In paper [7] the following Theorem is proved (Theorem V, 
p. 78): A necessary and sufficient condition tha t any equivalence relation 
C e[A A B, A] be permutable with the equivalence relation B is that A 
and B be ,,semi-consecutive". (The equivalence relations A, B are called 
semi-consecutive if any block of the relation A A B is either block of the 
relation A or B.) If we introduce an analogous concept of semi-consecutivity 
for ST-relations in M then the mentioned Theorem need not hold, as the 
following example shows: M = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8}, B: {1, 2}, {5, 6, 7, 8}, 
A: {1, 2, 3, 4}, {5, 6}; A A B: {1, 2}, {5, 6}. Let us consider the ST-relation 
C: {1, 2, 3}, {5, 6}. The assumptions of the said Theorem are fulfilled, but 
CB #= BC, because 3CJ51 holds and 3BC1 does not hold. 
Theorem 2.11. Ijet A, B be ST-relations in M. The necessary and sufficient 
condition that all ST-relations C e [A A B, A] be permutable with B is: AB = 
— BA and any block V of the relation A \J B either contains no block of the 
relation A or contains such a block A1 of the relation A that any block A2 (of the 
relation A), A2 + A1, A2 <=- V, is contained in some block of the relation B. 
Proof . The assertion follows from Theorem 2.10 and Theorem 1.1. 
Theorem 2.12. Let A, B be permutable ST-relations in M and let the system 
{Cv :y eT) of ST-relations in M have the property: A A B ^ Cy ^ A holds 
for any y eP and any Cv is permutable with B. Then \f Cy and /\ C are 
yeT yeT 
permutable with B, thus the set of all ST-relations of the interval [A A B, A] 
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which are permutable with B forms a complete lattice which is a closed sublattice 
(cf. [1]) of the interval [A A B, A]. 
P r o o f . By Theorem 2.2, ( V GV)B = B( V Cy). Now let aB( f\ Cy)b. 
yeT yeT yeT 
Then there exists an element u such that aBu and u( f\ Cy)b, thus uCyb 
for any yeT. Then aBCyb for any yeT and with respect to BCy = CyB 
for any yeT, there exist elements sy such t h a t : 
(0) aCysy holds for any yeT 
(00) syBb holds for any y e T . 
Thus syBsK for any 7, K E _T. Obviously a^ls7 for any yeT, thus Sy-^s* for 
any 7, ^ 6 7̂ . Hence sy(B /\ A)sK for any y, KEF, which follows syCysx for 
any y,KEF. Combining this with (0) we get aCySx for any y, KET, thus 
a( /\ Cy)sK. Combining this with (00) we get a( A Cy)Bb. We have proved 
yeT yeT 
B( A Gy) ^ ( A Gy)B and by the statement 3.5 [11], B(/\Cy) = ( /\ Gy)B 
yeT yeT yeT yeT 
follows. 
R e m a r k 2 .17 . In paper [7, Th. VI., p. 79] it is shown that the set of 
equivalence relations from [A /\ B, A] which are permutable with the equi­
valence relation B forms a sublattice of the interval [A f\ B, A]. 
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